Abstract. The construction of bases for quotients is an important problem. In this paper, applying the method of rewriting systems, we give a unified approach to construct sections-an alternative name for bases in semigroup theory-for quotients of free operated monoids. As applications, we capture sections of free * -monoids and free groups, respectively.
*
Let R be a binary relation on M(X). There is a unique smallest operated congruence R on M(X) containing R, which will be described in the following. Define
We record some basic properties of R c . For any u ∈ M(X), define recursively ⌊u⌋ (0) := u and ⌊u⌋ (k+1) := ⌊⌊u⌋ (k) ⌋ for k 0.
Lemma 2.6. R c is the smallest binary relation containing R and satisfy (C1), (C2) and (C3).
Proof. According to the definition of R c , we have R ⊆ R c by choosing q = ⋆. Let c ∈ M(X) and (q| a , q| b ) ∈ R c with q ∈ M ⋆ (X), (a, b) ∈ R.
Write q 1 := qc. Then by Eq. (1),
So R c satisfies (C1). By symmetry, R c also satisfies (C2). To prove R c satisfies (C3), let q 2 := ⌊q⌋ ∈ M ⋆ (X). Then again from Eq. (1),
Suppose that T is a binary relation containing R and satisfying (C1), (C2) and (C3). Let (q| a , q| b ) ∈ R c with q ∈ M ⋆ (X) and (a, b) ∈ R. Then (a, b) ∈ T by R ⊆ T . Hence (q| a , q| b ) ∈ T by (C1), (C2) and (C3). Because R satisfies (C1),(C2) and (C3), it follows that, for all c in M(X),
Lemma 2.8. Let R be a binary relation on M(X) satisfying (C1), (C2) and (C3). Then, so is
(ca, cv 1 ), (cv 1 , cv 2 ), · · · , (cv n−1 , cb) ∈ R, (ac, v 1 c), (v 1 c, v 2 c), · · · , (v n−1 c, bc) ∈ R, (⌊a⌋, ⌊v 1 ⌋), (⌊v 1 ⌋, ⌊v 2 ⌋), · · · , (⌊v n−1 ⌋, ⌊b⌋) ∈ R. So (ca, cb), (ac, ab), (⌊a⌋, ⌊b⌋) ∈ R n , as required.
We recall the construction of equivalences R e generated by a binary relation R on a set X [21] . Write
Lemma 2.9. ( [21] ) Let R be a binary relation on a set X.
e if and only if either x = y or, for some n in N, there is a sequence of elements
Now we arrive at the position to give the description of operated congruences generated by binary relations.
Proposition 2.10. For every binary relation R on
Proof. By Lemma 2.9, (R c ) e is an equivalence containing R c , and so certainly containing R by Lemma 2.6. Next we show that (R c ) e satisfies (C1),(C2) and (C3). From Lemma 2.9,
Using Lemma 2.7 and the fact that 1
which implies from Lemma 2.6 that S satisfies (C1), (C2) and (C3), and so is S n for all n 1 by Lemma 2.8. Hence (R c ) e = S ∞ = ∪ n 1 S n also satisfies (C1), (C2) and (C3). Moreover since (R c ) e is already an equivalence, it is an operated congruence by Definition 2.5.
Finally, suppose T is an arbitrary operated congruence on M(X) containing R. Then T c = T by Definition 2.5 and Eq. (1). So from Lemma 2.7,
This completes the proof. 
Every operated congruence R on M(X) has a corresponding quotient structure M(X)/R, whose elements are operated congruence classes for the relation. We end this subsection with an important concepts used later. Definition 2.12. Let X be a set and R an operated congruence on M(X). We call W ⊆ M(X) a section of R if, for each operated congruence class A of M(X)/R, there exists exactly one element w ∈ W such that w ∈ A.
2.2.
Relationship between rewriting systems and sections. In this subsection, we first associate a rewriting system Π S to a binary relation S on M(X). A monomial order compatible with all operations is needed. Definition 2.13. Let X be a set. A monomial order on M(X) is a well-ordering on M(X) such that (2) u < v =⇒ uw < vw, wu < wv, ⌊u⌋ < ⌊v⌋ for all u, v, w ∈ M(X).
The following concepts are adapted from [2, 14] .
Definition 2.14. Let X be a set and a monomial order on M(X). Let S be a binary relation on M(X).
(a) A term-rewriting system Π S on M(X) associated to S is a binary relation of M(X), denote by
An element in Π S is called a rewriting rule . (b) Let f, g ∈ M(X), we call f rewrites to g in one-step with respect to
We indicate any such one-step rewriting by f → Π S g. (c) The reflexive transitive closure of Π S (as a binary relation on M(X)) will be denoted by * → Π S and we say f rewrites to g with respect to Π S if f * → Π S g. In this case, we call f is a predecessor of g. Denote by P(g) the set of all predecessors of g. Note that g ∈ P(g).
The image π 1 (Π S ) under the first projection map will be denoted by Dom(Π S ). An element f ∈ M(X) is irreducible or in normal form if f Dom(Π S ), that is, no more rewriting rule from Π S can apply to f . Definition 2.15. The term-rewriting system Π S defined above is called (a) terminating if there is no infinite chain of one-setp rewriting Proof. Suppose to the contrary that Π S is not terminating. Then there is an infinite chain of one-step rewritings
Since is a monomial order, we have f = q| t > q| v = g.
We are going to capture the relationship between convergent term-rewriting systems on M(X) and sections of quotients of M(X). Let us record three lemmas as a preparation.
Lemma 2.18. Let X be a set and a monomial order on M(X). Let S be a binary relation on
From the transitivity, we get (a, b) = (a 1 , a n ) ∈ S , as required. → Π S a, it follows that b ∈ P(a) and thus A ⊆ ∪ a∈A∩Irr(S ) P(a). Conversely, for every element a ∈ A, we have P(a) ⊆ A by Lemma 2.18 and so
This completes the proof.
Lemma 2.20. Let X be a set and a monomial order on M(X). Let S be a binary relation on M(X). For each operated congruence class A of S , if
Proof. Assume that Π S is confluent. By Lemma 2.19, we get |A ∩ Irr(S )| 1. Suppose to the contrary that |A ∩ Irr(S )| 2. Let A ∩ Irr(S ) = {a i | i ∈ I} with |I| 2. We have two cases to consider. Case 1. P(a i )∩P(a j ) ∅ for some i, j ∈ I with i j. In this case, we can choose
is a fork, which is not joinable by a i , a j ∈ Irr(S ), contradicting that Π S is confluent. * Case 2. P(a i ) ∩ P(a j ) = ∅ for all i, j ∈ I with i j. We claim that (t i , t j ), (t j , t i ) Π S for all t i ∈ P(a i ) and t j ∈ P(a j ). Otherwise, by symmetry, let (t i , t j ) ∈ Π S for some t i ∈ P(a i ) and
Since a i and a j are in the same operated congruence class A, we have (a i , a j ) ∈ S . By Lemma 2.11, there is a sequence
Now we are ready for our main result of this section. 
which implies that t * → Π S u 1 and t * → Π S u 2 . By Lemma 2.18, we have (t, u 1 ), (t, u 2 ) ∈ S and so (u 1 , u 2 ) ∈ S .
Hence u 1 and u 2 in a same operated congruence class and they are in normal form, contradicting that Irr(S ) is a section of M(X)/ S .
Applications
Inverse monoids appear in a range of contexts, for example, they can be employed in the study of partial symmetries [24] . U-monoids are natural generalizations of inverse monoids.
The following are two classes of U-monoids.
Definition 3.2.
(a) A * -monoid is a U-monoid G satisfying the axiom (uv)
Such an operator is called an involution, and typically denoted by * .
In this section, as applications of Theorem 2.21, we construct respectively sections of free * -monoids and free groups, which are viewed as quotients of free operated monoids. The monomial order given in [18, Lem. 5 .3] will be used throughout this section.
3.1. Free * -monoids. This subsection is spent to construct sections of free * -monoids. Recall that M(X) is the free operated monoid on X. As a special case of a well-known result in universal algebra [10, Prop.1.3.6], the free * -monoid on a set X is the quotient of M(X) by the operated congruence S , where
Before we go on to obtain a section of the free * -monoid, we recall a monomial order on M(X) from [18] . Let be a well-ordering on a set X. It can be extended to a well-ordering on M(X) = lim −→ M n (X) by recursively defining a well-ordering n , on M n := M n (X) for each n 0. When n = 0, we have M 0 = M(X). In this case, we obtain a well-ordering by taking the shortlex order sl on M(X) induced by with the convention that 1 sl u for all u ∈ M(X)\{1}. Suppose n has been defined on M n := M(X ⊔ ⌊M n−1 ⌋) for an n 0. Denote by deg X (u) the number of x ∈ X in u with repetition. Then n induces (a) a well-ordering Using this monomial order, we have w < ⌊⌊w⌋⌋, ⌊v⌋⌊u⌋ < ⌊uv⌋, 1 < ⌊1⌋ for all w ∈ M(X), and u, v ∈ M(X) \ {1}.
For simplicity, if α is an element of a binary relation, we denote α and R(α) by the domain and image of α, respectively. For example,
In the remainder of this paper, if q| ⌊⌊x⌋⌋ → Π S q| x , we will indicate such rewriting step in more detail by q| ⌊⌊x⌋⌋ → φ q| x . Similar notations will be used for → ϕ and → ω .
The following concept is finer than bracketed subwords, containing the information of placements [29] . Definition 3.4. Let X be a set, and let w ∈ M(X) be such that
The two placements (u 1 , q 1 ) and (u 2 , q 2 ) are called
⋆ (X) and a, b, c ∈ M(X)\{1} such that w = q| abc and either (i) q 1 = q| ⋆c and q 2 = q| a⋆ ; or * (ii) q 1 = q| a⋆ and q 2 = q| ⋆c .
Remark 3.5.
(a) Suppose the placements (u 1 , q 1 ) and (u 2 , q 2 ) are nested. If Proof. Suppose the placements (u 1 , q 1 ) and (u 2 , q 2 ) are intersecting. From Definition 3.4 (c), there are q ∈ M ⋆ (X) and a, b, c ∈ M(X)\{1} such that w = q| abc and either q 1 = q| ⋆c and q 2 = q| a⋆ , or q 1 = q| a⋆ and q 2 = q| ⋆c . For the former case, we have u 1 = ab and u 2 = bc by Remark 3.5; for the later case, we get u 1 = bc and u 2 = ab. Since a, b, c ∈ M(X) \ {1}, it follows that |a|, |b|, |c| > 1 and so |u 1 | 2 in both cases, contradicting that |u 1 | = 1. Proof. In view of Definition 3.4 (a), there exists p ∈ M ⋆ 1 ,⋆ 2 (X) such that
Lemma 3.9. Let S be the binary relation given in Eq. (4) and α, β ∈ S . Suppose q
Proof. Suppose the two placements (α, q 1 ) and (β, q 2 ) are nested. According to the choice of α and β, we have the following cases to consider. Case 1. α = φ(u) = ⌊⌊u⌋⌋ and β = φ(v) = ⌊⌊v⌋⌋. By symmetry, we may assume that q 1 = q 2 | q for some q ∈ M ⋆ (X). Then by Remark 3.5, q| ⌊⌊u⌋⌋ = ⌊⌊v⌋⌋, i.e., ⌊⌊u⌋⌋ is a bracketed subword of ⌊⌊v⌋⌋. Subcase 1.1. ⌊⌊u⌋⌋ = ⌊⌊v⌋⌋. Then α = β, q = ⋆ and q 1 = q 2 . Hence q 1 | R(α) = q 2 | R(β) and q 1 | R(α) ↓ Π S q 2 | R(β) trivially. Subcase 1.2. ⌊⌊u⌋⌋ = ⌊v⌋. Then v = ⌊u⌋, q| ⌊⌊u⌋⌋ = ⌊⌊v⌋⌋ = ⌊⌊⌊u⌋⌋⌋ = ⌊⋆⌋| ⌊⌊u⌋⌋ and q = ⌊⋆⌋. Hence
and so q 1 | R(α) ↓ Π S q 2 | R(β) trivially. Subcase 1.3. ⌊⌊u⌋⌋ is a bracketed subword of v. Then there exists p ∈ M ⋆ (X) such that v = p| ⌊⌊u⌋⌋ and q = ⌊⌊p⌋⌋, which implies 
. By Remark 3.5, q| ⌊⌊w⌋⌋ = ⌊uv⌋, that is, ⌊⌊w⌋⌋ is a bracketed subword of ⌊uv⌋. Subcase 3.1.1. ⌊⌊w⌋⌋ = ⌊uv⌋. Then ⌊w⌋ = uv and so u = 1 or v = 1, which contradicts from Eq. (6) that β ∈ S . Subcase 3.1.2. ⌊⌊w⌋⌋ is a bracketed subword of uv. By symmetry, we can assume that ⌊⌊w⌋⌋ is a bracketed subword of u, i.e., there exists p ∈ M ⋆ (X) such that u = p| ⌊⌊w⌋⌋ and q = ⌊pv⌋. So
. By Remark 3.5, ⌊⌊w⌋⌋ = q| ⌊uv⌋ , i.e., ⌊uv⌋ is a bracketed subword of ⌊⌊w⌋⌋. If ⌊uv⌋ = ⌊⌊w⌋⌋, similar to Case 3.1.1, we get q 1 
Suppose ⌊uv⌋ ⌊⌊w⌋⌋. Subcase 3.2.1. ⌊uv⌋ = ⌊w⌋. Then uv = w, q| ⌊uv⌋ = ⌊⌊w⌋⌋ = ⌊⌊uv⌋⌋ = ⌊⋆⌋| ⌊uv⌋ and q = ⌊⋆⌋.
⌊uv⌋ is a bracketed subword of w, i.e., there exists p ∈ M ⋆ (X) such that w = p| ⌊uv⌋ and q = ⌊⌊p⌋⌋. Thus
Case 4. α = φ(w) = ⌊⌊w⌋⌋ and β = ω = ⌊1⌋. Subcase 4.1. q 1 = q 2 | q for some q ∈ M ⋆ (X). Then by Remark 3.5, q| ⌊⌊w⌋⌋ = ⌊1⌋, which implies that ⌊⌊w⌋⌋ is a bracketed subword of ⌊1⌋, a contradiction by comparing the depth. * Subcase 4.2. q 2 = q 1 | q for some q ∈ M ⋆ (X). By Remark 3.5, ⌊⌊w⌋⌋ = q| ⌊1⌋ , i.e., ⌊1⌋ is a bracketed subword of ⌊⌊w⌋⌋. Note that ⌊1⌋ ⌊⌊w⌋⌋. Subcase 4.2.1. ⌊1⌋ = ⌊w⌋. Then w = 1, q| ⌊1⌋ = ⌊⌊w⌋⌋ = ⌊⋆⌋| ⌊1⌋ and q = ⌊⋆⌋. Hence ⌊1⌋ is a bracketed subword of w, i.e., there exists p ∈ M ⋆ (X) such that w = p| ⌊1⌋ and q = ⌊⌊p⌋⌋. Then
Case 5. α = ψ(u, v) = ⌊uv⌋ and β = ω = ⌊1⌋. This is similar to Case 4. Case 6. α = ω = ⌊1⌋ and β = ω = ⌊1⌋. This case is trivial since α and β are equal.
Now we arrive at our first main result of this section. [18] , we have (a) the term-rewriting system Π S is convergent.
Theorem 3.10. Let X be a set and S the binary relation given in Eq. (4). With the monomial order given in
Proof. (a) Since is a monomial order on M(X), Π S is terminating by Lemma 2.17. So we are left to prove that Π S is confluent. From Lemma 2.16, it suffices to show that Π S is locally confluent. Let
be an arbitrary local fork, where q 1 , q 2 ∈ M ⋆ (X), α, β ∈ S . From Eq. (4), both of the breadth of α and β are 1, and so the placements (α, q 1 ) and (β, q 2 ) cann't be intersecting by Lemma 3.7. If the placements (α, q 1 ) and (β, q 2 ) are separated and nested, then q 1 | R(α) ↓ Π S q 2 | R(β) by Lemmas 3.12 and 3.9.
(b) It follows from Item (a) and Theorem 2.21.
Remark 3.11. It is well known [24] that * -monoid is also called monoid with involution, and the free monoid with involution * on a set X is the free monoid M(X ∪ X * ), where X * := {x * | x ∈ X} is a disjoint copy of X. The Irr(S ) obtained in Theorem 3.10 is precisely the set M(X ∪ X * ) if we identify ⌊x⌋ with x * for each x ∈ X.
3.2. Free groups. Again as a special case of a well-known result in universal algebra [10, Prop.1.3.6], the free group on a set X is the quotient of M(X) by the operated congruence S , where
In this subsection, we turn to construct a section of the free group on a set W. Write 
Here again under the monomial order given in [18] , we have
Lemma 3.12. Let S be the binary relation given in Eq. (6) and α, β ∈ S . Suppose q 1 | α = q 2 | β for some q 1 , q 2 ∈ M ⋆ (X). If the placements (α, q 1 ) and (β, q 2 ) are separated, then
Proof. It is parallel to the proof of Lemma 3.12, because the proof of Lemma 3.12 does not depend on the concrete expressions of α and β.
Lemma 3.13. Let S be the binary relation given in Eq. (6) and α, β ∈ S . Suppose 
Case 2. α = χ(u) = u⌊u⌋ and β = χ(v) = v⌊v⌋ for some u, v ∈ M(X). This is similar to Case 1. Case 3. α = ϕ(u) = ⌊u⌋u and β = χ(v) = v⌊v⌋, or α = χ(u) = u⌊u⌋ and β = ϕ(v) = ⌊v⌋v for some u, v ∈ M(X). By symmetry, it suffices to consider the former case. Then according to Definition 3.4(c), we have two subcases to consider. Subcase 3.1. q 1 = q| ⋆c and q 2 = q| a⋆ . From Remark 3.5, ⌊u⌋u = ab and v⌊v⌋ = bc. With a similar argument to Case 1, we can assume
and so 
which implies that a = v, ⌊u⌋ = ⌊v⌋ and u = v. Thus
Lemma 3.14. Let S be the binary relation given in Eq. (6) and α, β ∈ S . Suppose q 1 
Proof. By Definition 3.4(c), we can assume q 1 | α = w = q 2 | β for some w ∈ M(X). From Eq. (6), there are four choices for each α and β. In view of symmetry, there are ten pairs of α and β to consider. If α, β ∈ {φ(w),
, the result follows from Lemma 3.9. So three cases have been done and we are left to consider the following seven cases. Case 1. α = φ(u) = ⌊⌊u⌋⌋ and β = ϕ(v) = ⌊v⌋v. Since either α is subword of β or β is subword of α, we have the following two subcases. Subcase 1.1. q 2 = q 1 | q for some q ∈ M ⋆ (X). By Remark 3.5, ⌊⌊u⌋⌋ = q| ⌊v⌋v , i.e., ⌊v⌋v is a bracketed subword of ⌊⌊u⌋⌋. Note that ⌊v⌋v ⌊⌊u⌋⌋, ⌊u⌋ by comparing the breadth. So ⌊v⌋v is a bracketed subword of u, i.e., there exists p ∈ M ⋆ (X) such that u = p| ⌊v⌋v and q = ⌊⌊p⌋⌋. Thus
. Then by Remark 3.5, q| ⌊⌊u⌋⌋ = ⌊v⌋v, i.e., ⌊⌊u⌋⌋ is a bracketed subword of ⌊v⌋v. Note that ⌊⌊u⌋⌋ ⌊v⌋v. So there are two points to consider. Subcase 1.2.1. ⌊⌊u⌋⌋ = ⌊v⌋. Then v = ⌊u⌋. Since q| ⌊⌊u⌋⌋ = ⌊v⌋v = ⌊⌊u⌋⌋⌊u⌋, we have q = ⋆⌊u⌋. Thus
Case 2. α = φ(u) = ⌊⌊u⌋⌋ and β = χ(v) = v⌊v⌋. This is similar to Case 1. Case 3. α = ψ(u 1 , u 2 ) = ⌊u 1 u 2 ⌋ and β = ϕ(v) = ⌊v⌋v. Again since either α is subword of β or β is subword of α, there are two subcases to consider. Subcase 3.1. q 1 = q 2 | q for some q ∈ M(X). Then by Remark 3.5, q| ⌊u 1 u 2 ⌋ = ⌊v⌋v, i.e., ⌊u 1 u 2 ⌋ is a bracketed subword of ⌊v⌋v. Note that ⌊v⌋v ⌊u 1 u 2 ⌋ by comparing the breadth. Since q 2 | R(β) = q 2 | 1 , we conclude that q 1 | R(α) ↓ Π S q 2 | R(β) . Subcase 3.2. q 2 = q 1 | q for some q ∈ M ⋆ (X). Then by Remark 3.5, q| ⌊v⌋v = ⌊u 1 u 2 ⌋, i.e., ⌊v⌋v is a bracketed subword of ⌊u 1 u 2 ⌋. Note that ⌊v⌋v ⌊u 1 u 2 ⌋. Thus we can assume ⌊v⌋v is a bracketed subword of u 1 u 2 . Subcase 3.2.1. ⌊v⌋v is a bracketed subword of u 1 or u 2 . By symmetry, we only need to consider the former. Then there exists p ∈ M ⋆ (X) such that u 1 = p| ⌊v⌋v and q = ⌊pu 2 ⌋. Consequently, Case 4. α = ψ(u 1 , u 2 ) = ⌊u 1 u 2 ⌋ and β = χ(v) = v⌊v⌋. This is similar to Case 3. Case 5. α = ϕ(u) = ⌊u⌋u and β = ϕ(v) = ⌊v⌋v. By symmetry, we may assume q 1 = q 2 | q for some q ∈ M ⋆ (X). From Remark 3.5, q| ⌊u⌋u = ⌊v⌋v, i.e., ⌊u⌋u is a bracketed subword of ⌊v⌋v. If ⌊u⌋u = ⌊v⌋v, then u = v, α = β, q 1 = q 2 and so q 1 | R(α) ↓ Π S q 2 | R(β) . Suppose ⌊u⌋u ⌊v⌋v. Since ⌊u⌋u ⌊v⌋, ⌊u⌋u is a bracketed subword of v, i.e., there exists p ∈ M ⋆ (X) such that v = p| ⌊u⌋u . Then q = ⌊p⌋v or q = ⌊v⌋p. If q = ⌊p⌋v, then Since q 2 | R(β) = q 2 | 1 , we conclude that q 1 | R(α) ↓ Π S q 2 | R(β) .
